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INTEREST RATE OVERNIGHT AVERAGESN 
 

Mortgage     Home Equity 

30-YEAR FIXED 15-YEAR FIXED 5/1 ARM  $30K HELOC $50K HELOC $100K HELOC 

3.79% 2.85% 3.18%  4.63% 4.04% 3.78% 

         

Auto  Credit Cards 
60-MONTH USED  48-MONTH USED 60-MONTH NEW  BAL TRANSFER CASH BACK LOW INTEREST 

2.52% 2.86% 3.09%  14.12% 15.27% 11.62% 

         

Checking and Savings  CDs 
MMA & SAVINGS $10K MMA INTEREST CHECKING  1-YEAR CD 2-YEAR CD 5-YEAR CD 

0.49% 0.51% 0.40%  1.09% 1.25% 1.77% 

 
GENERAL INDUSTRY 
 

 

Banks to Spend More on Tech in 2016; Especially Security  
 

Many banks are keeping or even increasing their technology budgets, even as they struggle to cut costs elsewhere. Their need to 
increase IT security, develop analytic capabilities and enhance customer platforms has encouraged many banks to step up their 
technology spending for next year, chief information officers say. According to an online poll of 50 bank chief information officers 
and senior technology executives by SourceMedia's research unit, most executives anticipate 10% increases in budget allocations 
for security. CIOs largely cited recent high-profile data breaches, potential damage from security failures and regulatory scrutiny as 
the major reasons for increased spending on security. Most bank CIOs also expect to spend more on data analytics and mobile 
banking. Between 40% and 50% of executives anticipate spending increases for compliance, online banking, “bring-your-own-
device” management and payment software. Of the 35% of CIOs who expect increased spending on branch technology, nearly one-
third expect budget increases of 20% or more, which indicates that a significant portion of the industry is planning major branch 
upgrades. Source: Terris, Harry. “Banks to Spend More on Tech in 2016; Especially Security.” American Banker (10/14/15) 

 
TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION 
 

 

 

Bank of America Lets Human Psychology Influence Mobile Development 
 

Bank of America develops new features for its mobile banking by studying psychology and human behavior. The new “Speak with a 
Specialist” feature will allow customers to call customer support from an active session on Bank of America’s mobile app. The new 
function can automatically transfer data about the customer and what he or she was doing on the app just before the call, said Hari 
Gopalkrishnan, client-facing platforms technology executive at Bank of America. Call center agents who have more knowledge 

about the caller can provide more personalized service. Some customers, 
however, do not like to get too personal too quickly, Gopalkrishnan points out.  
As a result, Bank of America learned to train agents to ease into the 
conversation. Gopalkrishnan’s developers work with the bank’s marketing and 
market research teams to understand human psychology and how this affects 
whether customers adopt banking features. For example, when preparing a 
mobile check-depositing capability in 2012, Bank of America learned that 
many customers preferred to deposit checks face-to-face. Based on this 
finding, the mobile team added a feature to send a confirmation message 
within seconds and to show customers an image of the check after the deposit 
was processed. Source: Nash, Kim. “Bank of America Lets Human Psychology 

Influence Mobile Development.” Wall Street Journal (10/16/15) 
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CARD & PAYMENTS 
 
Capital One Pushes Into Mobile Payments With Android App  
 
 
 

Capital One introduced a tap-to-pay mobile-payments service, becoming the first major U.S. bank to offer such 
functionality in competition with Google’s Android Pay. The bank’s updated Capital One Wallet app now lets consumers 
tap their Android phones on in-store terminals to pay for things ranging from coffee to clothing. Capital One, a bank that 
gets more than half of its revenue from credit cards, is following technology heavyweights like Google and Apple in the 
emerging tap-to-pay market. Both Google and Samsung debuted an Android-based mobile-payments service in the U.S. in 
September. By developing and marketing their own mobile-payments services, banks could recapture half the market, said 
Richard Crone, chief executive of researcher Crone Consulting. Mobile payments in the U.S. will reach $142 billion by 2019, 
up from $52 billion last year, according to Forrester Research. “It’s a race for enrollment between banks and retailers and 
new entrants like Google,” Crone said in an interview. “Obviously the new entrants made the first move. The sleeping giant 
here has been the financial institution.” Capital One’s new app offers various features: It sends users notifications whenever 
a new charge is made, so consumers can track purchases made with the app as well as with their plastic cards. It can also 
flag if a tip amount appears suspect, for example. “We just think there’s enormous richness here of those kinds of insights 
we can provide,” said Tom Poole, managing vice president of digital payments at Capital One. Source: Kharif, Olga. “Capital 

One Pushes Into Mobile Payments With Android App.” Computerworld (10/14/15) 
 
 

CONSUMER LENDING 
 
 

USAA Invests in Bay Area Mortgage-Transaction Technology Firm Roostify 

 
 
 

 Roostify, a San Francisco-based company that specializes in automated mortgage-transaction technology, recently closed on a 
Series A round of private financing led by a subsidiary of USAA and from investments from two tier-one banks and Colchis 
Capital. The reason why USAA led the Series A round of funding in Roostify is because it looks to invest in companies that offer 
innovations that help the financial-services company better serve its members, said Michael Smith, executive director of 
corporate communications for USAA. “Roostify is innovating the home buying process for consumers and lenders through a 
platform that brings simplicity and efficiency to something that sorely needs it,” he said. Roostify makes the challenging process 
of buying a home simpler for all parties involved. Home buyers using the platform benefit from 100% transparency and greater 
control over the process, resulting in greater accountability and lower costs. Rajesh Bhat, Roostify CEO, said, “Our solution brings 
a user friendliness to the process that benefits lenders and applicants by streamlining the process and cutting the time to c lose 
loans and lessens errors in the applications.” Lenders can approve and process more loans faster using Roostify, having processed 
thousands of applications through the platform since its launch in early 2014. Sources: Aldridge, James. “USAA Invests in Bay Area 
Mortgage-Transaction Technology Firm.” San Antonio Business Journal (10/15/15); Penn, David. “MortgageTech on the Move as Roostify Closes 
Series A Round Led by USAA.” Finovate Blog (10/15/15) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Roostify makes the challenging process of buying a home simpler for all parties 
involved. Home buyers using the platform benefit from 100% transparency and greater 
control over the process, resulting in greater accountability and lower costs. 

“Roostify is innovating the home 
buying process for consumers and 
lenders through a platform that 
brings simplicity and efficiency to 
something that sorely needs it.”  
               

-  Michael Smith, USAA 
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SMALL BUSINESS 
Lending Club Launches SME Multi-Draw Line of Credit 
 

In a move that expands its SME (Small and Medium Enterprises) financing, Lending Club announced it will extend multi-draw 
lines of credit to small business borrowers. The new multi-draw option enables borrowers to withdraw only the funds they need, 

as they need them – instead of extending all funds up front and charging 
interest on the full sum from the start of the term. Lending Club charges a 1% 
to 2% fee each time borrowers draw down on the line of credit. It is free to 
apply for and open a line of credit, which ranges from $5,000 to $300,000 and 
charges interest rates starting at 6%, and there is no hard credit inquiry. 
Lending Club CEO, Renaud Laplanche state, “Our platform’s new multi-draw 
line of credit product gives them a predictable, flexible, low cost way to access 
credit ‘on demand’ if and when they need it.” Source: Schicktanz, Julie. “Lending 

Club Launches SME Multi-Draw Line of Credit.” Finovate Blog (10/16/15) 
 

 

 

 

WEALTH MANAGEMENT 
 
 

Americans Delay Seeking Advice Because They Don’t Have Enough Funds 
 
According to TIAA-CREF’s fourth annual Advice Matters survey, 45% of respondents think they need at least $50,000 in savings to 
warrant advice from a financial advisor. Of those who have never received professional financial advice, 63% listed “I don’t have 
enough money to invest” as a reason. However, the survey also found that respondents who have met with an advisor are 
significantly more confident in their retirement savings plan than those who have not (78% versus 43%) – a strong motivation for 
Americans to seek financial advice regardless of how much they have saved. Though many believe that financial advice is only 
necessary as retirement approaches, the survey reveals that Americans are debunking that myth. Respondents indicated that 
other life events may prompt them to pursue advice, including: Inheritance (52%); Preparing to purchase or sell a home (40%); 

Decrease in household income (32%); Loss of a loved one (31%); Divorce (30%); Promotion or increase in compensation (30%). 
While 88% of respondents report they find face-to-face meetings with an advisor to be valuable, Americans recognize that advice 
can be delivered effectively through other channels as well. Seventy-nine percent say tools and calculators are valuable, along 
with online articles (72%), brochures and other written materials (70%), videos (68%) and online meetings using a chat function 
(58%). Eighty-one percent say it would be helpful to get online financial advice specifically designed for their age group to ensure 
they have guaranteed income in retirement. Source: “Americans Delay Seeking Advice Because They Don’t Have Enough Funds.” Business 

Wire (10/20/15) 

 

INSURANCE   NEW! 
 
 
 

Sun Life Expands Availability of Big Data Tool for Clients 
 

 

 

Sun Life has launched an analytics tool that gives clients insight into self-insurance options, the Stop-Loss Benchmarking Tool. 
The Stop-Loss Benchmark produces customized data reports that address catastrophic claim risk and risk management options, 
compared to the employer's peer group. It leverages more than 2 million data points that are sourced from more than 35,000 Sun 
Life employer plan designs, as well as third-party data in the form of Verisk Analytics first-dollar claims information. “Employers 
have been seeking information and insights that can help put their health care funding strategies into perspective. Today's 
complex health care landscape and the increased interest in self-funding have only furthered this need,” said Sun Life's Brad 
Nieland, Vice President, Stop-Loss. “As the number one independent stop-loss carrier, we have accumulated a vast amount of 
data that we can tap into to fill that void.” Earlier this year, Sun Life launched Benefit Profile, which allowed brokers to access a 
wealth of data on the market in order to design a better plan for companies. “At Sun Life, we're all about turning data into 
insights,” said Kevin Krzeminski, Sun Life's Senior Vice President of Distribution. “When we introduced the Benefit Profile Tool, 
our first foray into big data, our brokers realized the wealth of insights it contained and were quick to use it in designing more 
effective employee benefits solutions for their clients. Now brokers have another sophisticated decision-support tool that will 
help them guide their clients through important decisions about their underlying health plan.” Source: Golia, Nathan. “Sun Life 

Expands Availability of Big Data Tool for Clients.” Insurance Networking News (10/23/15) 
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REGULATION & SECURITY 
 

 

Starbucks’ Apple Pay Plan Is a Counter to EMV Payment Process  
 

 

The decision by Starbucks to accept Apple Pay in its U.S. stores reflects the impact of the country's ongoing shift to EMV se curity. 
Starbucks has shortened lines and wait times by convincing a sizeable chunk of consumers to pay with its mobile app. But the 
EMV payment process, which requires consumers to leave a card in a reader until the transaction is complete, threatens to 
undermine those results. “EMV cards, what a mess,” said Mary Monahan, an executive vice president and research director with 
Javelin Strategy & Research. “The more people they can get paying with mobile, the faster their lines will move.” Because an 
Apple Pay transaction does not require any app to be launched for a purchase to be processed, the Near Field Communication-
based mobile wallet could prove to be even faster than the Starbucks mobile app, which uses a bar code displayed on-screen. 
Starbucks “will get potentially an increase in satisfaction from those who may or may not enjoy the friction of (its own) app,” said 
Aite Group Senior Analyst Thad Peterson. Source: Schuman, Evan. “Starbucks’ Apple Pay Plan Is a Counter to EMV ‘Mess’.” Payments 

Source (10/09/2015) 

 

ECONOMY 
 
 
 

Survey Finds Millennials Confident, Yet Chronically Stressed About Money  

 

A new Bank of America/USA TODAY Better Money Habits Millennial Report released today finds that while 84%  of millennials are 
confident in their ability to manage their finances, 41%  are “chronically stressed” about money. Furthermore, money stress tends 
to permeate all areas of their lives: Sixty-five percent report that anxiety about money affects their emotional well-being; nearly 
half (49%) say it affects their personal relationships; more than half (55%) say their leisure activities/interests are impacted; money 
stress also affects physical health (42%) and work performance (22%). “Even though millennials are confident about money and 
focused on their finances, they’re still experiencing a great deal of stress. That’s due in part to factors out of their control – a volatile 
global economy, a changing job market and, to some extent, the student debt they’ve taken on,” said Andrew Plepler, Global 
Corporate Social Responsibility executive, Bank of America. “Amid the uncertainty, it’s important to focus on things they can 
control, such as their level of financial knowledge and awareness. This survey indicates there may be room for more effective 
financial management efforts that make it easier for millennials to take greater control of their finances, and hopefully alleviate 
some of the stress they feel.” Source: “Survey Finds Millennials Confident, Yet Chronically Stressed About Money.” Bank of America Press 

Release (10/13/15)

 

 
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP 

 
 

Merkle’s Marketing Insights: Mortgage & Equity 
 
 

Insights by Alison Berman with Commentary from Dan Moore  

 

The home equity market is expanding as home values rise and the mortgage market is moving to 
purchase and first time homebuyers. Many new players have entered the market over the past several 
years and redefined the online application process and customer experience. These companies possess 
platforms that are nimble to drive personalization and conduct frequent testing (A/B, multivariate) to 
dramatically increase conversion rates and provide greater efficiencies in digital marketing. 
 

For lenders to capitalize on growing demand and compete with their smaller, more nimble 
counterparts, it will require playing catch-up in key technology areas. To remain competitive, lenders 

must build online customer experiences that match how consumers are shopping for credit today. 
 

By continually assessing the latest mobile and online technologies, lenders are able to make the loan processes as simple and 
transparent as possible. Mobile has redefined what and how information is collected and is playing a bigger part in improving the 
customer experience through the online loan application process. 

                    Download the full report here. 

http://www.merkleinc.com/blog/marketing-strategies/financial-services/marketing-insights-mortgage-equity#.Vi5HPn6rQdU

